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Abstract

Iron (III) oxide fonns two well-known polymorphs - the maghemite (y-Fe2O3), which is in fact a
metastable phase, and is transformed into the hematite (cr-Fe2O3) at higher temperatures. At certain
conditions, elusive e-Fe2O3 can be obtained as an intermediate between these two phases. e-Fe2O3
crystallizes in orlhorhombic space group Pna\ with lattice constants a: 509.5, b = 87g.9 and
c:943.7 pm and is isomophous with r-A12O3, e-Ga2O3, AIFeO: and GaFeO3. Oxygen atoms form
close pseudohexagonal packing with layers ABAC. kon cations occupy four different sites, three of
them are octahedrally and one is tetrahedrally coordinated. There is eight formula units in unit cell.

Structure of epsilon phase was first resolved by Tronc et al. in 1998 [l]. Crucial problem of
refinement of e-Fe2O3 structure is the fact that epsilon phase is metastable and crystals of sufficient
size for structural analysis on monocrystal sample was not prepared so ťar. The tiggest crystals of
g-Feuo: weÍe prepared by Sakurai et a1.' whose nanowires reached the dimensions of 1.5 x0.05
microns. However usually a mean size of crystallites is in the range of few tens of nanometers.
Research in this area is therefore in nano-scale, with which aÍe connected both issues with
characterization of these materials and new properties which open them new fields of applícations. For
the reason of small crystallites size only powder diffraction data are available. Another issue
connected with research of epsilon phase is that aparl from desired phase the samples are contaminated
by considerable amount of other iron oxide phases. Presence of these spurious phases is a limiting
factor for undoubted description of e-Fe2O3 properties both from the structural and magnetic point of
v1ew.

Magnetic structure of this phase is another area where the opinions of different research groups
differs in particular interpretation of their results. Magnetic structure of e-Fe2O3 is composed of four
magnetic sublattices each one connected to particular crystallographic position of iron atom. Magnetic
ordering of this phase occurs at about 480 K [2] but MÓssbauer spectroscopy can See magnetic order
up to 585 K I3]. Under this temperature the four sublattices forms ferrimagnetic structure. Overall
non-ZeÍo magnettzatton is attributed to either different sizes of magnetic moments of sublattices or to
canting of moments from antiparallel arrangement. Between 80 - 150 K occurs another chanse in
magnettc arangement of magnetic moments. This change is probably accompanied by minor strift ot
particular atomic positions, but space group is retained. This change leads to a dramatic drop of
coercivity to almost 0 T. With further decrease of temperature the coerciviý gradually raises to 1 T at
2 K'Very interesting property of e-Fe2O3 is its coercivity, which reaches 2T atroom temperature and
therefore belongs to the oxide materials with highest known coercivity.

As lt was mentioned above, e-Fe2O3 is isomorphous with A1^Fe2-*O3 and GarFe2_rO3.
Aluminium or gallium cations occupies preferentially the tetrahedral position and one of the
octahedral position of iron atoms. If we use to a preparation of these metal oxide solid solutions
ciassical ceramic methods, we obtain phase crystallizing in orthorhombic crystal system only in
limited range of 0.6 < x < l.i and 0.7 <y < I.4. These materials are known for their multiferroic
properties, whereas GarFe2-rO3 is more studied. Recently was published a preparation procedure
combining a method of reverse micelles and sol-gel technique which allows to prepare Al*Fe2-*O3 and
GarFe2-rO3 with low aluminium and gallium content [4-6].

Presented work is in its first part focused on preparation of nanocomposite of e-Fe2O3
crystallrtes embedded in amorphous SiO2 matrix using new sol-gel technique. Aim of our efforts was
to prepare e-Fe2o3/Sio2 nánoooÍÍlposite without spurious iron oxide phases and its charucterization
both from the structural and magnetic point of view. To reach this goal we used sol-gel technique
using single precursor for both nanoparticles of iron oxide and silica matrix [7]. This těchnique was
designed to assure better homogeneity of prepared samples. Further, we wanted to prepare
e-57Fe'o3/Sio2 nanocomposite for purposes of the Móssbauer spectroscopy above all Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (NMR), which was not measured on e-Fe2o3 so far.

Our attention was not only focused on preparation of e-Fe2O3. Another aim of our study was to
prepare epsilon iron(Il! oxide with part of iron atoms substituted by diamagnetic aluminium or
gallium atoms. Purpose of this substitution was simplification of magnetic structure of epsilon phase
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by partially or completely erasing one of magnetic sublattice. From this reason nanocomposites of
compositions of 416 25Fev 75o3lSio2, 416.5sFe1 5eo3/si02, 416.75Fe1 25o3lsio2, Gae 25Fe1.75o3lsio2,
Gas 5sFe1.56O3/SiO2 and Ga6 75Fe1 2sO3lSiOz were prepared.

The first chapter will familiarize the reader with general introduction into sol-gel technique,
magnetism and phenomena associated with nano-scale objects. Further is summarizěd knowlebge
about e-Fe2O3 and other iron(III) oxides and aluminium and gallium substituted isomorphous
materials. ln this chapter are also described some of the characterisation techniques used for
lneasurement of properties oťsamples. In the second chapter are described experimental conditions of
used characterisation techniques as XRD, Móssbauer spectroscopy, DC -ug''áti" measurements, DSC,
EDX analysis, TEM, FTIR, Raman spectroscopy and NMR spectroscopy.

Third chapter deals with technology of sample preparation from slmthesis of molecular
precursoÍ for sol-gel chemistry step to obtaining finalnanocomposite. This procedure was developed
as a part of my diploma thesis [7] and was further improved and extended for use in presented work.
First part of this chapter describes slmthesis of ligand bis-[3-(trimethoxysilyl)propylamide]. It is a two
step synthesis. In the first step dianhydride of ethylenediamidetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is prepared.
Thereafter 3-amrnopropylhimethoxysilane is added to EDTA dianhydride in the second step
producing desired ligand. This ligand was then used for complexation of iron(III) cations, which were
added to the reaction as FeQrIO3)3.9H2O. As a source of aluminium or gallium were also used hydrated
nitrates. During the complexation, hydrolysis of alkoxide functions and subsequent condensation is
-Si(OH)3 functions is the principle of sol-gel process. Advantage of this procedure is assuring of better
homogeneity of produced sol and thereafter the wet gel. This is done by using single precursor for
both nanoparticles and silica matrix. Another advantage of this procedure is that cations are
surrounded by organic shell so that preferential interactions between cations of the same kind are
excluded. After drying we obtained dry gel which was subsequently heated at 300.C in vacuum in
order to remove the rest of solvents. This preheated gel was then used for annealing in various
temperatures and annealing durations. At about 500oC the loss of organic part of the gels in form of
carbon dioxide and water is completed according to DSC. Generally evolution of composition of iron
oxide phases can be ascribed as follows: up to 900'C is a major iron oxide phase maghemite, between
900 and 1100'C e-Fe2O3 and above this temperature the major phase is hematite. SiO2 matrix starts to
crystallize at about 1120"C from amorphous state to crystobalite.

During our research it showed up that not only the final temperature of annealing and duration
of annealing at this temperature are key variables which affect nanocrystal size and crystallinity of
nanocomposites but also the rate oťheating appeared to be important.

Another particular procedure, which was employed to facilitate charactensation of epsilon phase
was Sioz matrix leaching. This proceduÍe was used to prepare samples for measurements, whereiilica
matrix could seriously disturb obtained results.

In the fourth chapter we focus on preparation and characterisation of Fe2O3/SiO2
nanocomposite. We have gradually improved crystallinity of e-Fe2O3 by applying various annealing
regimes. As a result we obtained nanocomposites of various iron(Il! oxide phase compositions (cx,-,

B-, y- and e-) and various mean crystal sizes (up to 30 nm for epsilon phase). As main characterisation
methods were used XRD, Móssbauer spectroscopy and measurement of magnetization of samples as a
function of applied ťield or temperature. From these techniques we were able to extract information
about Fe2O3 particles bigger than approximately 3 nm. To complete the picture we used additional
techniques such as slmchrotron XRD, high resolution transmission electron microscopy, infrared and
Raman spectroscopy.

Significant achievement was preparation of e-57Fe2O3. As a starting material we used metal
cr-ttFe. First we prepared iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate by reaction of iron with diluted nitric acid.
Dilution and nitric acid amount was adjusted in such way that after crystallization we obtained
Fe(NO3)3.9H2O almost without additional water and HNO3. This resulted in I0O% yield.
Unfortunateiy traces of HNo3 were probably responsible of slightly different evolution of the sámple
during annealing, which resulted into higher amount of maghemite phase which was still present even
after annealíng at 1100.C. Nanocomposite 57Fe2o,/Sio2 was then used ťor NMR measurements, which
were done at 4,2 K' These measurements revealed Íine strucfure of hyperfine field (Bp) which was not



observed by Móssbauer spectroscopy. Each of four peaks associated with particular Fe site was split
into four peaks, which is in agreement with coordination sphere inegularity and space gróup
symmetry of the unit cell. Maghemite phase was also observed as the minorrty phaie.

Thanks to synchrotron XRD experiment we identified B-Fe2O3 in non-substituted samples
annealed between 1050 and 1140'C as another minor iron oxide phase (about 5%). This rare ironittt;
oxide phase crystallize in cubic Ia.3 and has the structure of bixbyite' Lattice constant is a : 9.4O4 pÁ
and the unit cell contains 16 formula units. kon cations occupy two octahedral positions (24 iion
cations in d position and 8 iron cations in b position). At room temperature B-Fe2O3 is not
magnetically ordered. Néel temperature lies between 100-119K. Under this temperature this phase
shows antiferromagnetic features [8]. Presence of B-Fe2O3 in our samples explains a sharp doublet in
room temperature Móssbauer spectra with isomer shift corresponding to octahedrally coordinated Fe3*
ions. Unfortunately aÍ 4.2K sextets corresponding to epsilon and beta phase coincidě.

Infrared spectra of nanocomposites were dominated by strong bands of silica matrix which was
removed by leaching the nanocomposite in 12 M NaOH water solution. This procedure didn't alter the
structure of epsilon phase, which was confirmed by XRPD. On the other hand vibrational activity of
silica in Raman scattering is negligible, so the samples could be studied in its native form. We
obtained spectrum of epsilon phase and we clearly distinguished it from the speckum of hematite.

In chapters five and six we present results obtained on samples doped by Al3* and Ga3*
respectively. We have prepared two series of samples of following composition: 41625Fe175O3/SiO2,
Als 56Fe1 56o3/sio2, A1s 75Fe1 25o3/sio2, and Gas.25Fe1 75o3lsio2, Gas.5eFe1.5so3/sio2,
Ga675Fe125o3/Sio2. We used again powder XRD, Móssbauer spectroscopy and measurement of
magnetization of samples as a function of applied field or temperature for characterisation of our
samples. Additional techniques used were slmchrotron X-Ray powder diffraction, HRTEM and FTIR
and Raman spectroscopy.

As expected, substitution alters both structural and magnetic properties of our samples.
Considering structural influence, substitution stabilizes epsilon phase and decreases lattice constants
with increasing amount of substituent, whereas the decrease is more pronounced for aluminium
substitution.

Shape and mean size of particles were very similar to particles of non-substituted e-Fe2O3.
occupancies oť substituting cations were detetmined from diffraction and Móssbauer data. It was
found that both aluminium and gallium cations occupy preferentially the tetrahedral site and that the
occupancies of the three remaining octahedral sites depends on the nature of substituting cation and
also on the leve1 of substitution.

Magnetic properties were altered significantly in both cases. Most significant feature of these
changes is disappearance of transition in samples of all compositions, which occurs between g0 and
150 K for non-substituted epsilon phase. This resulted in 2 T coercivity in temperature range between
4 K up and 200 K for sample of composition A1e 25Fe1 75O3lSiO2 annealed at 1 100'C. There are two
trends following the increase of substituent amount. General decrease of magnetic order in the samples
results in: 1) decrease of coercivity and 2) decrease of Néel temperature down to 380 K for sample
A16 75Fe1.25O3lSiO2 and 310 K for sample Ga6 75Fe1 2sO3lSiO2.

Another important finding is possible fie1d induced change of magnetic moments arrangement
in tetrahedral site of epsilon structure in sample Ga6.25Fe1.75O3lSiO2 at 4 .2 K, which was suggested on
the basis of analysis of MÓssbauer spectra measured without application of external magnetic field and
measured in external magnetic field of 6 T. It is possible, that this change of magnetic moments
arrangement also occurs for non-substituted epsilon phase. Thanks to the simplification of Móssbauer
spectra by substitution and zero presence of hematite in the sample it was possible to observe the fine
structure of the spectra, which 1ed to the above-mentioned hypothesrs.

Considering the aims of the work, the non-substituted samples prepared at temperatures
between 1050 and 1100'C were very pure. Content of other phases of iron(III) oxide was lower than
5oÁ for beta phase and about 1%o fot hematite. Substituted samples prepared at temperature of 1 1 00.C
contained only exceptionally small amount of hematite. The majority of samples didn't contain other
than epsilon phase. Fine structure of Móssbauer spectra observable thanks to the simplification of



these spectra by substitution led to the hypothesis about field induced change in arrangement of
magnetic moments of iron cations, which occupy the tetrahedral site of epsilon phase.*
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